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Abstract1

The Helly number of a family of sets with empty intersection is the size of its largest inclusion-2

wise minimal sub-family with empty intersection. Let F be a finite family of open subsets of3

an arbitrary locally arc-wise connected topological space Γ. Assume that for every sub-family4

G ⊆ F the intersection of the elements of G has at most r connected components, each of which5

is a Q-homology cell. We show that the Helly number of F is at most r(dΓ + 1), where dΓ is6

the smallest integer j such that every open set of Γ has trivial Q-homology in dimension j and7

higher. (In particular dRd = d.) This bound is best possible. We prove, in fact, a stronger8

theorem where small sub-families may have more than r connected components, each possibly9

with nontrivial homology in low dimension. As an application, we obtain several explicit bounds10

on Helly numbers in geometric transversal theory for which only ad hoc geometric proofs were11

previously known; in certain cases, the bound we obtain is better than what was previously12

known.13

1 Introduction14

Helly’s theorem [3232] asserts that if, in a finite family of convex sets in Rd, any d + 1 sets have15

non-empty intersection, then the whole family has non-empty intersection. Equivalently, any finite16

family of convex sets in Rd with empty intersection must contain a subfamily of at most d+ 1 sets17

whose intersection is already empty. This invites to define the Helly number of a family of sets18

with empty intersection as the size of its largest sub-family F such that (i) the intersection of all19

elements of F is empty, and (ii) for any proper sub-family G ( F , the intersection of the elements20

of G is non-empty. Helly’s theorem then simply states that any finite family of convex sets in Rd21

has Helly number at most d+1. (When considering the Helly number of a family of sets, we always22

implicitly assume that the family has empty intersection.)23

Helly himself gave a topological extension of that theorem [3333] (see also Debrunner [1515]), as-24

serting that any finite good cover in Rd has Helly number at most d + 1. (For our purposes, a25

good cover is a finite family of open sets where the intersection of any sub-family is empty or26

contractible.) In this paper, we prove topological Helly-type theorems for families of non-connected27

sets, that is, we give upper bounds on Helly numbers for such families.28
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1.1 Our results29

Let Γ be a locally arc-wise connected topological space. We let dΓ denote the smallest integer such30

that every open subset of Γ has trivial Q-homology in dimension dΓ and higher; in particular, when31

Γ is a d-dimensional manifold, we have dΓ = d if Γ is non-compact or non-orientable and dΓ = d+132

otherwise (see Lemma 2323); for example, dRd = d. We call a family F of open subsets of Γ acyclic if33

for any non-empty sub-family G ⊆ F , each connected component of the intersection of the elements34

of G is a Q-homology cell. (Recall that, in particular, any contractible set is a homology cell.)11 We35

prove the following Helly-type theorem:36

Theorem 1. Let F be a finite acyclic family of open subsets of a locally arc-wise connected topo-37

logical space Γ. If any sub-family of F intersects in at most r connected components, then the Helly38

number of F is at most r(dΓ + 1).39

We show, in fact, that the conclusion of Theorem 11 holds even if the intersection of small sub-40

families has more than r connected components and has non-vanishing homology in low dimension.41

To state the result precisely, we need the following definition that is a weakened version of acyclicity:42

Definition 2. A finite family F of subsets of a locally arc-wise connected topological space is43

acyclic with slack s if for every non-empty sub-family G ⊆ F and every i ≥ max(1, s − |G|) we44

have H̃i(
⋂
G ,Q) = 0.45

Note that, in particular, for any s ≤ 2, acyclic with slack s is the same as acyclic. With a view46

toward applications in geometric transversal theory, we actually prove the following strengthening47

of Theorem 11:48

Theorem 3. Let F be a finite family of open subsets of a locally arc-wise connected topological space49

Γ. If (i) F is acyclic with slack s and (ii) any sub-family of F of cardinality at least t intersects in50

at most r connected components, then the Helly number of F is at most r(max(dΓ, s, t) + 1).51

In both Theorems 11 and 33 the openness condition can be replaced by a compactness condition52

(Corollary 2222) under an additional mild assumption. As an application of Theorem 33 we obtain53

bounds on several transversal Helly numbers: given a family A1, . . . , An of convex sets in Rd54

and letting Ti denote the set of non-oriented lines intersecting Ai, we obtain bounds on the Helly55

number h of {T1, . . . , Tn} under certain conditions on the geometry of the Ai. Specifically, we56

obtain that h is57

(i) at most 2d−1(2d− 1) when the Ai are disjoint parallelotopes in Rd,58

(ii) at most 10 when the Ai are disjoint translates of a convex set in R2, and59

(iii) at most 4d − 2 (resp. 12, 15, 20, 20) when the Ai are disjoint equal-radius balls in Rd with60

d ≥ 6 (resp. d = 2, 3, 4, 5).61

Although similar bounds were previously known, we note that each was obtained through an ad62

hoc, geometric argument. The set of lines intersecting a convex set in Rd has the homotopy type63

of RPd−1, and the family Ti is thus only acyclic with some slack; also, the bound 4d − 2 when64

1To avoid confusion, we note that an acyclic space sometimes refers to a homology cell in the literature (see e.g.,
Farb [1818]). Here, the meaning is different: A family is acyclic if and only if the intersection of every non-empty
sub-family has trivial Q-homology in dimension larger than zero; but the intersection needs not be connected.
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d ≥ 4 in (iii) is a direct consequence of the relaxation on the condition regarding the number of65

connected components in the intersections of small families. Theorem 33 is the appropriate type of66

generalization of Theorem 11 to obtain these results; indeed, the parameters allow for some useful67

flexibility (cf. Table 11, page 2525).68

Organization. Our proof of Theorem 11 uses three ingredients. First, we define (in Section 33)69

the multinerve of a family of sets as a simplicial poset that records the intersection pattern of the70

family more precisely than the usual nerve. Then, we derive (in Section 44) from Leray’s acyclic71

cover theorem a purely homological analogue of the Nerve theorem, identifying the homology of72

the multinerve to that of the union of the family. Finally, we generalize (in Section 55) a theorem73

of Kalai and Meshulam [3838, Theorem 1.3] that relates the homology of a simplicial complex to74

that of some of its projections; we use this result to control the homology of the nerve in terms of75

that of the multinerve. Our result then follows from the standard fact that the Helly number of76

any family can be controlled by the homology (Leray number) of its nerve. Since in this approach77

low-dimensional homology is not relevant, the assumptions of Theorem 11 can be relaxed, yielding78

Theorem 33 (Section 66) which we can apply to geometric transversal theory (Section 77).79

The rest of this introduction compares our results with previous works; Section 22 introduces80

the basic concepts and techniques that we build on to obtain our results.81

1.2 Relation to previous work82

Helly numbers and their variants received considerable attention from discrete geometers [1414, 1616]83

and are also of interest to computational geometers given their relation to algorithmic questions [22].84

The first type of bounds for Helly numbers of families of non-connected sets starts from a “ground”85

family H, whose Helly number is bounded, and considers families F such that the intersection of86

any sub-family G ⊆ F is a disjoint union of at most r elements of H. When H is closed under87

intersection and non-additive (that is, the union of finitely many disjoint elements of H is never88

an element of H), the Helly number of F can be bounded by r times the Helly number of H. This89

was conjectured (and proven for r = 2) by Grünbaum and Motzkin [2828] and a proof of the general90

case was recently published by Eckhoff and Nischke [1717], building on ideas of Morris [4949]. Direct91

proofs were also given by Amenta [33] in the case where H is a finite family of compact convex sets92

in Rd and by Kalai and Meshulam [3838] in the case where H is a good cover in Rd [3838].93

Matoušek [4444] and Alon and Kalai [11] showed, independently, that if F is a family of sets in94

Rd such that the intersection of any sub-family is the union of at most r (possibly intersecting)95

convex sets, then the Helly number of F can be bounded from above by some function of r and d.96

Matoušek also gave a topological analogue [4444, Theorem 2] which is perhaps the closest predecessor97

of Theorem 33: he bounds from above (again, by a function of r and d) the Helly number of98

families of sets in Rd assuming that the intersection of any sub-family has at most r connected99

components, each of which is (dd/2e − 1)-connected, that is, has its ith homotopy group vanishing100

for i ≤ dd/2e − 1.101

Our Theorem 11 includes both Amenta’s and Kalai-Meshulam’s theorems as particular cases but102

is more general: the figure below shows a family for which Theorem 11 (as well as the topological103

theorem of Matoušek) applies with r = 2, but where the Kalai-Meshulam theorem does not (as the104

family of connected components is not a good cover). Our result and the Eckhoff-Morris-Nischke105
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theorem do not seem to imply one another, but to be distinct generalizations of
the Kalai-Meshulam theorem. Theorem 33 differs from Matoušek’s topological
theorem on two accounts. First, his proof uses a Ramsey theorem and only
gives a loose bound on the Helly number, whereas our approach gives sharp,
explicit, bounds. Second, his theorem is based on the non-embeddability of

106

certain low-dimensional simplicial complexes and therefore allows the connected components to have107

nontrivial homotopy in high dimension, whereas Theorem 33 lets them have nontrivial homology in108

low dimension.109

Very recently, Montejano [4848] found a generalization of Helly’s topological theorem: if, for110

each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ dΓ, the (dΓ− j)th reduced homology group of the intersection of each subfamily of111

size j vanishes, then the family has non-empty intersection. In particular, he makes no assumption112

on the intersection of families with more than dΓ elements but requires that the intersection of each113

subfamily of size dΓ must be connected; thus, neither our nor his result implies the other.114

The concept of acyclicity with slack appeared previously in the thesis of Hell [3131, 3030] in a115

homological condition bounding the fractional Helly number. His spectral sequence arguments116

exploiting this concept are similar to the ones in the proof of our multinerve theorem.117

The study of Helly numbers of sets of lines (or more generally, k-flats) intersecting a collection118

of subsets of Rd developed into a sub-area of discrete geometry known as geometric transversal the-119

ory [6161]. The bounds (i)–(iii) implied by Theorem 33 were already known in some form. Specifically,120

the case (i) of parallelotopes is a theorem of Santaló [5252], the case (ii) of disjoint translates of a121

convex figure was proven by Tverberg [5858] with the sharp constant of 5 and the case (iii) of disjoint122

equal-radius balls was proven with the weaker constant 4d − 1 (for d ≥ 6) by Cheong et al. [1111].123

Each of these theorems was, however, proven through ad hoc arguments and it is interesting that124

Theorem 33 traces them back to the same principles: controlling the homology and number of the125

connected components of the intersections of all sub-families.126

2 Preliminaries and overview of the techniques127

For any finite set X, we denote by |X| its cardinality and by 2X the family of all subsets of X128

(including the empty set and X itself). We abbreviate
⋂
t∈A t in

⋂⋂⋂
A and

⋃
t∈A t in

⋃⋃⋃
A.129

Simplicial complex and Nerve. A simplicial complex X over a (finite) set of vertices V130

is a non-empty family of subsets of V closed under taking subsets; in particular, ∅ belongs to131

every simplicial complex. An element σ of X is a simplex ; its dimension is the cardinality of σ132

minus one; a d-simplex is a simplex of dimension d. For a more thorough discussions of simplicial133

complexes, we refer, e.g., to the book of Matoušek [4343, Chapter 1].134

The nerve of a (finite) family F of sets is the simplicial complex135

N (F) =
{
G ⊆ F

∣∣∣ ⋂
G
6= ∅
}

with vertex set F . It is a standard fact that the homology of a simplicial complex can be defined136

in several equivalent ways (for example, using simplicial homology or the singular homology of its137

geometric realization). The Nerve theorem of Borsuk [55, 77] asserts that if F is a good cover, then138

its nerve adequately captures the topology of the union of the members of F ; namely, N (F) has139

the same homology groups (in fact, the same homotopy type) as
⋃
F .140
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Bounding Helly numbers using Leray numbers. That the Helly number of a good cover in141

Rd is at most d+1 can be easily derived from the Nerve theorem. Indeed, let F be any family of sets142

with Helly number h; let G ⊆ F be an inclusion-wise minimal subfamily with empty intersection143

with cardinality h. The nerve of G is 2G \ {G}, which is the boundary of a (h − 1)-simplex and144

therefore has nontrivial homology in dimension h − 2. On the other hand, assuming that F is a145

good cover in Rd, the nerve theorem implies that the good cover G has the same homology as
⋃
G ,146

which is an open subset of Rd and therefore has trivial homology in dimension d or larger. This147

implies that h− 2 < d, and the bound on the Helly number of F follows.148

The Leray number L(X) of a simplicial complex X with vertex set V is defined as the smallest149

integer j such that for any S ⊆ V and any i ≥ j the reduced homology group H̃i(X[S],Q) is trivial.150

(Recall that X[S] is the sub-complex of X induced by S, that is, the set of simplices of X whose151

vertices are in S.) Using this notion, the first part of the above argument can be rephrased as152

follows:153

Lemma 4. The Helly number of an arbitrary collection of sets exceeds the Leray number of its154

nerve by at most one.155

The technique of Kalai and Meshulam. Our proof of Theorem 11 extends the key ingredient156

of the proof by Kalai and Meshulam [3838] of the following result:157

Theorem 5 (Kalai and Meshulam [3838]). Let H be a good cover in Rd and F be a family such that158

the intersection of every sub-family of F has at most r connected components, each of which is a159

member of H; then the Helly number of F is at most r(d+ 1).160

Their proof can be summarized as follows. Let F̃ denote the family of connected components161

of elements of F (strictly speaking, this is a multiset, as an element of F̃ may be a connected162

component of several elements in F ; but we can safely ignore this technicality). Now, consider163

the projection F̃ → F that maps each element of F̃ to the element of F having it as a connected164

component. This projection extends to a map N (F̃) → N (F) that is onto, at most r-to-one,165

and preserves the dimension (that is, maps a k-simplex to a k-simplex). This turns out to imply166

that L(N (F)) is at most rL(N (F̃)) + r − 1 (Theorem 1.3 of [3838], a statement we refer to as the167

“projection theorem”). Since every element of F̃ belongs to H, the multiset F̃ is also a good cover168

in Rd; the Nerve theorem implies that L(N (F̃)) is at most d, and an upper bound of r(d + 1) on169

the Helly number of F follows.170

Čech complexes, Leray’s theorem, and multinerves. The assumption that F is acyclic is171

strictly weaker than that of Theorem 55. In particular, the family F̃ of connected components of172

members of F need not be a good cover, and we can no longer invoke the Nerve theorem to bound173

L(N (F̃)). When a family is not a good cover but merely acyclic, the homology of the union of F174

may not be captured by the nerve but is nevertheless related to the homology of the Čech complex175

of the cosheaf given by the connected components of the various intersections, a more complicated176

algebraic structure. This relation is given by Leray’s acyclic cover theorem22, a central result in177

(co)sheaf (co)homology, which allows generalizations of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence.178

2see [99, Theorem III.4.13], [2121, Section II.5], [3939, Proposition 2.8.5] or [88, Theorem 8.9] for the cohomology version
and [99, Sections VI.4 and VI.13] for the homology version
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We introduce a variant of the nerve where each sub-family of F defines a number of simplices179

equal to the number of connected components in its intersection; we call this “nerve with mul-180

tiplicity” the multinerve and encode it as a simplicial poset. For the families that we consider,181

this multinerve can be interpreted as a Čech complex (of a constant sheaf), and therefore Leray’s182

acyclic cover theorem and its proof apply, yielding a “homology multinerve theorem” (Theorem 88).183

We then generalize the projection theorem of Kalai and Meshulam to maps from a simplicial poset184

onto a simplicial complex (Theorem 1515).185

3 Simplicial posets and multinerves186

In this section, we describe how various properties of simplicial complexes can be generalized to sim-187

plicial posets; for more thorough discussions of these objects, we refer to the book of Matoušek [4343,188

Chapter 1] for simplicial complexes and to the papers by Björner [44] or Stanley [5757] for simplicial189

posets. We then introduce the multinerve, a simplicial poset that generalizes the notion of nerve.190

Simplicial posets. A partially ordered set, or poset for short, is a pair (X,�) where X is a set191

and � is a partial order on X. We denote by [α,β] the segment defined by α and β in X, that192

is [α, β] = {τ ∈ X | α � τ � β} (similarly, [α,β), (α,β], and (α,β) denote the segments where193

one or both extreme elements are omitted, and (α, ·] denotes the set of simplices τ 6= α such that194

α � τ). A simplicial poset33 is a poset (X,�) that (i) admits a least element 0, that is 0 � σ for195

any σ ∈ X, and such that (ii) for any σ ∈ X, there is some integer d such that the lower segment196

[0, σ] is isomorphic to the poset of faces of a d-simplex, that is, 2{0,...,d} partially ordered by the197

inclusion; d is the dimension of σ.198

The elements of a simplicial poset X are called its simplices. We call vertices the simplices199

of dimension 0 and we say that τ is contained in (or a face of) σ if τ � σ. For any fixed simplex200

σ with set of vertices Vσ, the map associating to any τ ∈ [0, σ] the set of vertices it contains is a201

bijection from [0, σ] onto 2Vσ . From now on we will omit the partial order and simply say that “X202

is a simplicial poset” when there is no need from the context to state explicitly what partial order203

is considered.204

It turns out that simplicial posets lie in-between simplicial complexes and the more general205

notions of ∆-sets and simplicial sets as used in algebraic topology. Specifically:206

• Simplicial complexes are simplicial posets. The simplices of a simplicial complex, ordered by207

inclusion, form a simplicial poset (with ∅ as least element). Henceforth, by abuse of language,208

we consider that a simplicial complex is a simplicial poset; moreover, any definition we state209

for simplicial posets is also valid for simplicial complexes. However, in contrast to simplicial210

complexes, a simplicial poset may have several simplices with the same vertex set (for example,211

two edges connecting the same vertices in a graph with multiple edges).212

• Simplicial posets are ∆-sets and simplicial sets. As we shall discuss in detail in Section 4.14.1, the213

definition of the face operators for simplicial complexes readily extends to simplicial posets.214

This makes simplicial posets a particular case of ∆-sets (see for instance [6060, Example 8.1.8],215

3Let us emphasize that we are using the terminology from combinatorics and that a simplicial poset is not a
simplicial object in the category of posets.
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Figure 1: Left: A simplicial complex. Middle: A simplicial poset that is not a simplicial complex.
Right: A ∆-set that is neither a simplicial complex nor a simplicial poset.

[1919, Section 2.3], or [2929, Section 2.1])44, which are themselves a special case of simplicial sets.55216

However, in contrast to ∆-sets, each d-simplex of a simplicial poset necessarily has d + 1217

distinct vertices.218

For instance (see Figure 11), the one-dimensional simplicial complexes are precisely the graphs219

without loops or multiple edges; the one-dimensional simplicial posets are precisely the graphs220

without loops (but possibly with multiple edges); and any graph, possibly with loops and multiple221

edges, is a one-dimensional ∆-set or simplicial set.222

Later on, we shall define some concepts for simplicial posets, like their geometric realization223

or their homology, that are standard for simplicial complexes, ∆-complexes, and simplicial sets.224

Depending on his or her taste, the reader may view each of these concepts for simplicial posets as225

an easy extension of the corresponding concept for simplicial complexes, or as a special case of the226

corresponding concept for ∆-complexes and simplicial sets.227

Multinerve. The primary simplicial posets that we will consider are multinerves, defined as228

follows. The multinerve M(F) of a finite family F of subsets of a topological space is the set229

M(F) =
{

(C,A)
∣∣∣ A ⊆ F and C is a connected component of

⋂
A

}
.

By convention, in the case where A = ∅ is the empty family, we declare the pair (
⋂
∅, ∅) to be equal230

to (
⋃
F , ∅) (even though

⋃
F may not be connected). Thus (

⋂
∅, ∅) belongs to M(F) and is the231

only element in M(F) for which the second coordinate is the empty set ∅. We turn M(F) into a232

poset by equipping it with the partial order233

(C ′, A′) � (C,A)⇐⇒ C ′ ⊇ C and A′ ⊆ A.

Intuitively, M(F) is an “expanded” version of N (F): while N (F) has one simplex for each non-234

empty intersecting sub-family, M(F) has one simplex for each connected component of an inter-235

secting sub-family.66236

4The ∆-sets are also called semi-simplicial sets in the modern literature, not to be confused with semi-simplicial
complexes which denoted, in the 1960’s, what is nowadays called a simplicial set.

5A simplicial poset X equipped with face operators can be turned into a simplicial set X by adding all degeneracies
of the simplices of X, see for instance [4545, Example 1.4] or [1919, Example 3.3]. This operation is the left adjoint (induced
by left Kan extension) to the forgetful functor from simplicial sets to ∆-sets (obtained by disregarding degeneracy
maps); details can be found in [5151, Section 1] and [6060, Definition 8.1.9]. Thus, any simplicial poset X it is canonically
isomorphic to the set of non-degenerate simplices (i.e. the core) of its associated simplicial set X ([5151, Proposition
1.5]).

6To get an intuition, it does not harm to assume that, whenever A and A′ are different subsets of F , the connected
components of

⋂
A and of

⋂
A′ are different. Under this assumption, M(F) can be identified with the set of all

connected components of the intersections of all sub-families of F , equipped with the opposite of the inclusion order.
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Figure 2: (a) A simplicial poset X, represented by its partial order. (b) The geometric realization
of X.

More precisely, the image ofM(F) through the projection on the second coordinate π : (C,A) 7→237

A is the nerve N (F); for any A ∈ N (F), the cardinality of π−1(A) is precisely the number of238

connected components of
⋂
A. In particular, if the intersection of every subfamily of F is empty or239

connected, then M(F) is (isomorphic to the poset of faces of) N (F).240

Lemma 6. M(F) is a simplicial poset. Moreover, the dimension of a simplex (C,A) of M(F)241

equals |A| − 1.242

Proof. The projection on the second coordinate identifies any lower segment [(
⋂
∅, ∅), (C,A)] with243

the simplex 2A. Indeed, let A′ ⊆ A and let C ′ ⊆
⋃
F . The lower segment [(

⋂
∅, ∅), (C,A)] contains244

(C ′, A′) if and only if C ′ is the connected component of
⋂
A′ containing C. Moreover, by definition,245

M(F) contains a least element, namely (
⋂
∅, ∅). The statement follows.246

Geometric realization of a simplicial poset. To every simplicial poset X, we associate a247

topological space |X|, its geometric realization , where each d-simplex of X corresponds to a248

geometric d-simplex (by definition, a geometric (−1)-simplex is empty); see Figure 22 for an example249

of geometric realization of a simplicial poset, represented by its partial order, and Figure 33 for an250

example of geometric realization of a multinerve. This notion of geometric realization of a simplicial251

poset extends that of a simplicial complex, and is also a special case of the geometric realization252

defined for arbitrary ∆-sets and simplicial sets (see [5151, 1919], or [4545, Chapter III]).77 However, we253

can describe a direct construction of the geometric realization of the simplicial poset X as follows.254

We build up the geometric realization of X by increasing dimension. First, create a single point255

for every vertex (simplex of dimension 0) of X. Then, assuming all the simplices of dimension256

up to d − 1 have been realized, consider a d-simplex σ of X. The open lower interval [0, σ) is257

isomorphic to the boundary of the d-simplex by definition; we simply glue a geometric d-simplex258

to the geometric realization of that boundary.259

4 Homological multinerve theorem260

In this section, we prove a generalization of the Nerve theorem stating essentially that the multinerve261

of an acyclic family, possibly with slack, adequately captures the topology of the union of the family.262

7In particular, the geometric realization |X| of a simplicial poset X is homeomorphic to the geometric realization
of the simplicial set associated to X; the proof of that claim is exactly the same as in Milnor’s original paper [4747]
(see also [1919, Example 4.4] and [5151, Proposition 2.1]).
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Figure 3: Left: A family F of subsets of R2. Middle: The geometric realization of its multin-
erve M(F). Right: The geometric realization of its nerve N (F).

Before we state our result, we briefly recall the definition of the homology groups of a simplicial263

poset.264

4.1 Homology of simplicial posets265

The homology of a simplicial poset can be defined in three different ways: as a direct extension of266

simplicial homology for simplicial complexes, as a special case of simplicial homology of simplicial267

sets [4545, Section I.2], [2222, Section III.2], [6060, Definition 8.2], or via the singular homology of its268

geometric realization; all three definitions are equivalent in that they lead to canonically isomorphic269

homology groups. We will use both the singular homology viewpoint and the simplicial viewpoint,270

where the homology is defined via chain complexes. For the reader’s convenience, we now quickly271

recall the definition of the latter. We emphasize that, in this paper, we only consider homology272

over Q.273

Let X be a simplicial poset and assume chosen an ordering on the set of vertices of X. If σ is274

an n-dimensional simplex, the lower segment [0, σ] is isomorphic to the poset of faces of a standard275

n-simplex 2{0,...,n}; here we choose the isomorphism so that it preserves the ordering on the vertices.276

Thus, we get n+ 1 faces di(σ) ∈ X (for i = 0, . . . , n), each of dimension n− 1: namely, di(σ) is the277

(unique) face of σ whose vertex set is mapped to {0, . . . , n} \ {i} by the above isomorphism.278

For n ≥ 0, let Cn(X) be the Q-vector space with basis the set of simplices of X of dimension279

exactly n; furthermore, let C−1(X) = {0}. Extending the maps di by linearity, we get the face280

operators di : Cn(X) → Cn−1(X). Let d =
∑n

i=0(−1)idi be the linear map Cn(X) → Cn−1(X)281

(which is defined for any n ≥ 0). The fact that d ◦ d = 0 is easy and follows from the same282

argument as for simplicial complexes since it is computed inside the vector space generated by [0, σ]283

which is isomorphic to a standard simplex. The (simplicial) nth homology group Hn(C•(X), d)284

is defined as the quotient vector space of the kernel of d : Cn(X) → Cn−1(X) by the image of285

d : Cn+1(X)→ Cn(X).286

If, instead of taking C−1(X) = {0}, we take C−1(X) = Q, and d0 denotes the linear map that287

maps each vertex of X to 1, then we obtain the reduced homology groups [2929, Section 2.1].88 In the288

sequel, we denote by Hn(O) the ith Q-homology group of O (whether O is a simplicial poset, its289

associated geometric realization, or a topological space), and by H̃n(O) the corresponding reduced290

homology group.291

Remark 7. The equivalence between the simplicial and singular homology viewpoints is standard;292

8We use the convention that the reduced homology of the empty set is trivial except in dimension −1, where it
is Q. In particular, the definition of the Leray number of a simplicial complex, given in Section 22, makes implicitly
use of this convention.
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see, e.g., [4747] or [4545, Section 16]. The fact that this direct extension of simplicial homology from293

simplicial complexes to simplicial posets coincides with the singular homology of the geometric294

realization of a simplicial poset can be observed as follows. By construction, the chain complex295

(C•(X), d) is isomorphic to the normalized chain complex of the simplicial set X associated to296

X(see [4545, Section 22], [2222, Section III.2], and [6060, Section 8.3]) which is the quotient vector space297

of Q(X) by the subspace spanned by the degenerate simplices. It is a standard fact that the298

normalized chain complex has the same homology as the simplicial set (see [4545, Theorem 22.1],299

[6060, Theorem 8.3.8]). Thus, the chain complex (C•(X), d) does compute the homology of X and300

likewise of the geometric realization of X.301

4.2 Statement of the multinerve theorem302

Our generalization of the Nerve theorem takes the following form:303

Theorem 8 (Homological Multinerve Theorem). Let F be a family of open sets in a locally arc-304

wise connected topological space Γ. If F is acyclic with slack s then H̃`(M(F)) ∼= H̃`(
⋃
F ) for ` = 0305

and any non-negative integer ` ≥ s.306

The special case s = 0 corresponds to Theorem 11 and is already a generalization of the usual nerve307

theorem. Actually, since, by definition, acyclic with slack s = 2 is the same as acyclic for any s < 2,308

any family that is acyclic with slack s = 2 satisfies H̃`(M(F)) ∼= H̃`(
⋃
F ) for all ` ≥ 0. We will309

need the general case (arbitrary slack) for our applications in geometric transversal theory, where310

we have to consider families for which intersections of few elements may have non-zero homology311

in low dimension. The particular case of Theorem 88 where, in addition, the intersection of every312

subfamily of F is assumed to be empty or connected (and thus M(F) = N (F)), was proved by313

Hell in his thesis [3131, 3030] using similar techniques.314

The gist of the proof of Theorem 88 is that the chain complex of a multinerve can be interpreted315

as a Čech complex (Section 4.34.3) and thus captures the homology of the union by (a special instance316

of) Leray’s acyclic cover theorem. More precisely we use the latter to prove the generalized Mayer-317

Vietoris argument, which states that the homology of the union can be computed by the data of the318

singular chain complexes of all the intersections of the family. This is realized by a Čech bicomplex319

in Section 4.44.4. The slack conditions ensure, via a standard spectral sequence argument, that the320

homology of the two Čech (bi)complexes are the same in degree 0 and in degrees s and larger.321

The remaining part of the present Section 44 is organized as follows. We prove Theorem 88 in322

Sections 4.34.3 and 4.44.4. In Section 4.54.5, for completeness, we also give an analogue in homotopy of323

the case s ≤ 2 (no slack) of Theorem 88. These developments are independent of the subsequent324

sections, so the reader unfamiliar with algebraic topology and willing to admit Theorem 88 can325

safely proceed to Section 55.326

Remark 9. In the statement of Theorem 88, the assumption that Γ be locally arc-wise connected327

merely ensures that the connected components and the arc-wise connected components of any open328

subset of Γ agree. It can be dispensed of by replacing the ordinary homology by the Čech homology329

(see [99, Section VI.4]). In particular, when the space is not locally arc-wise connected, Lemma 1010330

below still applies if H0(
⋂
A) is replaced by Ȟ0(

⋂
A), the Q-vector space generated by the connected331

components of
⋂
A.332
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4.3 The chain complex of the multinerve333

To compute the homology of a multinerve, we first reformulate its associated chain complex (as334

given in Section 4.14.1) in topological terms:335

Lemma 10. The chain complex (Cn≥0(M(F)), d) is the chain complex satisfying336

Cn(M(F)) =
⊕
A⊆F
|A|=n+1

H0(
⋂

A
)

whose differential is the linear map d : Cn(M(F)) → Cn−1(M(F)) given by d =
∑n

i=0(−1)idA,i,337

where dA,i is the linear map dA,i : H0(
⋂
A)→ H0(

⋂
A\Xi) induced by the inclusion.338

Proof. By definition, Cn(M(F)), the n-dimensional part of the chain complex of the multinerve, is339

the vector space over Q spanned by the set {(C,A) ∈M(F), |A| = n+ 1}, where C is a connected340

component of
⋂
A, or equivalently an arc-wise connected component, since Γ is arc-wise locally341

connected. On the other hand, H0(
⋂
A) is canonically isomorphic to the vector space with basis342

the set of these arc-wise connected components. This implies the first formula. Furthermore, the343

differential maps (up to sign) a connected component C of
⋂
A to the connected component C ′ of344 ⋂

A′ that contains C for any A′ ⊂ A with |A′| = |A| − 1.345

Given a (locally arc-wise connected) topological space X, the rule that assigns to an open subset346

U ⊆ X the set π0(U) of its (arc-wise) connected components is a cosheaf on X. Taking X =
⋃
F ,347

and assuming that the elements of F are open sets in X, the family F is an open cover of X.348

It follows from Lemma 1010 that the chain complex of M(F) is isomorphic to the Čech complex349

Č(F , π0) of the cosheaf U 7→ π0(U).350

4.4 Proof of the homological multinerve theorem351

We write
(
S•(X), dS

)
for the singular chain complex of a topological space X that computes its352

homology. We also write C•(M(F)) for the simplicial chain complex computing the simplicial353

homology of the multinerve M(F).354

For any open subsets U ⊆ V of a (locally arc-wise connected) space X, there is a natural chain355

complex map S•(U)→ S•(V ), and thus the rule U 7→ S•(U) is a precosheaf on X, but not a cosheaf356

in general. There is a standard way to replace this precosheaf by a cosheaf. Indeed, following [99,357

Section VI.12], there is a chain complex of cosheaves U 7→ S•(U) (where U is an open subset in X)358

that comes with canonical isomorphisms Hn(U) ∼= Hn(S•(U)). We write dS : S•(−) → S•−1(−)359

for the differential on S•(−).360

We now recall the notion of the Čech complex of a (pre)cosheaf associated to a cover, which is361

just the dual of the more classical notion of Čech complex of a (pre)sheaf; we refer to the classical362

references [99, Section VI.4], [2121, Section II.5.8], [88, Section 11], [3939, Remark 2.8.6] for more details363

on presheaf and precosheaf (co)homology. Let X be a topological space and U be a cover of X (by364

open subsets). Also let A be a precosheaf of abelian groups on X, that is, the data of an abelian365

group A(U) for every open subset U ⊆ X with corestriction (linear) maps ρU⊆V : A(U) → A(V )366

for any inclusion U ↪→ V of open subsets of X satisfying the coherence rule ρV⊆W ◦ ρU⊆V = ρU⊆W367

for any open sets U ⊆ V ⊆W .368
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The degree n part of the Čech complex Čn(U ,A) of the cover U with value in A is, by369

definition, Čn(U ,A) :=
⊕

A
(⋂

I

)
where the sum is over all subsets I ⊆ U such that |I| = n + 1370

and the intersection
⋂
I is non-empty. In other words, the sum is over all simplices of dimension n371

of the nerve of the cover U . The differential d is the sum d =
∑n

i=0(−1)idI,i where dI,i : A
(⋂

I

)
→372

A
(⋂

I\i
)

is defined as in Lemma 1010, with A instead of H0.373

Specializing to the case X =
⋃
F , we have a canonical cover of

⋃
F given by the family F . Thus374

we can now form the Čech complex Č(F ,S•(−)) of the cosheaf of complexes U 7→ S•(U). Explic-375

itly, Č(F ,S•(−)) is the bicomplex Čp,q(F ,S•(−)) =
⊕
|G|=p+1 Sq(

⋂
G) with (vertical) differential376

dv :
⊕
|G|=p+1 Sq(

⋂
G)→

⊕
|G|=p+1 Sq−1(

⋂
G) given by (−1)pdS on each factor and with (horizontal)377

differential given by the usual Čech differential, that is, dh :
⊕
|G|=p+1 Sq(

⋂
G) →

⊕
|G|=pSq(

⋂
G)378

is the alternate sum dv =
∑|G|

i=0(−1)idG,i with the same notations as in Lemma 1010.379

It is folklore that the homology of the (total complex associated to the) bicomplex is the380

(singular) homology H•(
⋃
F ) of the space

⋃
F , (see [88, Proposition 15.18] and [88, Proposition 15.8]381

for its cohomological analogue). More precisely,382

Lemma 11. (Generalized Mayer-Vietoris principle for singular homology) There are natural iso-383

morphisms384

Htot
n (Č•,•(F ,S•(−))) ∼= Hn

(⋃
F

)
where Htot

n (Č•,•(F ,S•(−))) is the homology of the (total complex associated to the) Čech bicomplex385

Č•,•(F ,S•(−))).386

Lemma 1111 is essentially the generalization of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence to many open sets387

and boils down, for the case of two open sets, to the usual Mayer-Vietoris long exact sequence99.388

The proof of Lemma 1111, given here for completeness, is a direct adaptation of the one given in [88,389

Section 15] and follows the proof of Leray’s acyclic cover theorem [3939, Proposition 2.8.5].390

Proof. Since Č•,•(F ,S•(−))) is a bicomplex, by a standard argument (for instance see [6060, Section391

5.6] or [88, Section 13, § 3]), the filtration by the columns of Č•,•(F ,S•(−)) yields a spectral sequence392

F 1
p,q ⇒ Htot

p+q(Č•,•(F ,S•(−))). Since the horizontal differential is the Čech differential, the first page393

F 1
p,q = Ȟp

(
F ,Sq(−)

)
is isomorphic to the Čech homology of the cosheaves Sq(−) associated to the394

cover (of X =
⋃
F ) given by the family F . By Proposition VI.12.1 and Corollary VI.4.5 in [99], these395

homology groups vanish for p > 0, that is F 1
p,q = 0 if q > 0 and F 1

p,0
∼= Sp(

⋃
F ). The result now396

follows from an easy application of Leray’s acyclic cover [3939, Proposition 2.8.5] which boils down to397

the following argument. Recall that the differential d1 on the first page F 1
•,• is given by the vertical398

differential dv = ±dS. Since, by definition, Hn(S•(
⋃
F ), dS) ∼= Hn(

⋃
F ), it follows that F 2

p,q = 0399

if q > 0 and F 2
p,0
∼= Hp(

⋃
F ). Now, for degree reasons, all higher differentials dr : F r•,• → F r•,• are400

zero. Thus F∞p,q
∼= F 2

p,q and it follows that Htot
n (Č•,•(F ,S•(−))) ∼= F 2

n,0
∼= Hn(

⋃
F ).401

By Lemma 1111, there is a converging spectral sequence1010 (associated to the filtration by the402

rows of Č(F ,S•(−))) E1
p,q ⇒ Hp+q(

⋃
F ) such that E1

p,q =
⊕
|G|=p+1Hq(

⋂
G) and the differential403

d1 : E1
p,q → E1

p−1,q is (induced by) the horizontal differential dh. By Lemma 1010, there is an404

9See [88, Section 8.1] for a proof of this fact with de Rham chains instead of S•(−).
10The reader may refer to either one of [6060, Chapter 5], [88, Chapter 13], [4646] or [5656, Section 9.1] for details on

spectral sequences.
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... . .
.

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .

2 E2
0,2 0 0 0 0 0 . . .

1 E2
0,1 E2

1,1 0 0 0 0 . . .

0 H0(M(F)) H1(M(F)) H2(M(F)) H3(M(F)) H4(M(F)) H5(M(F)) . . .

0 1 2 3 4 5 . . . p

Figure 4: E2-page of the Čech complex spectral sequence when F is acyclic with slack s = 4. The
arrows show the only differential d2 which can be non-zero.

isomorphism (E1
•,0, d

1) ∼= (C•(M(F)), d) of chain complexes and thus the bottom line of the page405

E2 of the spectral sequence E2
p,0
∼= Hp(M(F)) is the homology of the multinerve of F . The proof406

of Theorem 88 now follows from a simple analysis of the pages of this spectral sequence.407

Proof of Theorem 88. Recall that s is the slack of the family F . By assumption, for any q ≥408

max(1, s − p − 1) and any sub-family G ⊆ F with |G| = p + 1, we have Hq(
⋂
G) = 0 and thus409

E1
p,q = 0 for q ≥ max(1, s− p− 1). Since, for r ≥ 1, the differential dr maps Erp,q to Erp−r,q−1+r, by410

induction, we get that the restriction of dr to Erp,q is null if both q ≥ 1 and p+ q ≥ s− 1. Further411

E2
p,0
∼= Hp(M(F)) and, again for degree reasons, it follows that, for r ≥ 2, dr : Erp,0 → Erp−r,r−1 is412

null if p ≥ s. See Figure 44 for an example of the E2-page of the spectral sequence in the case of413

slack s = 4.414

Since Er+1
•,• is isomorphic to the homology H•(E

r
•,•, d

r), it follows from the above analysis of the
differentials dr that, for p+ q ≥ s and q ≥ 1, one has E2

p,q
∼= 0 and further that E2

p,q
∼= E3

p,q
∼= · · · ∼=

E∞p,q for p + q ≥ s. Now, we use that the spectral sequence converges to H`(
⋃
F ). Hence, for any

` ≥ s, we find

H`

(⋃
F

)
∼=
⊕
p+q=`

E∞p,q
∼=
⊕
p+q=`

E2
p,q
∼= E2

`,0
∼= H`(M(F)).

It remains to identify the degree 0 homology. Note that, for r ≥ 2, dr necessarily vanishes415

on Er0,0 for degree reasons and further, since −1 + r ≥ 1, that Er•,0 ∩ dr
(
Erp,q

)
= {0}. Thus, we416

also have E2
0,0
∼= E3

0,0
∼= · · · ∼= E∞0,0 and it follows, as for the case ` ≥ s, that H0

(⋃
F

)
∼= E2

0,0
∼=417

H0(M(F)).418

4.5 Side note: a homotopic multinerve theorem419

It is natural to wonder if Theorem 88 has a counterpart in homotopy. (Like for homology, the420

homotopy of a simplicial poset can be defined for instance as a special case of the homotopy of421

simplicial sets, that is, as the homotopy type of its geometric realization.) For completeness, we422

give the following analogue of the case s ≤ 2 (no slack):423
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Theorem 12 (Homotopy Multinerve Theorem). Let F be a finite family of sets in a topological424

space Γ. Assume that each element in the family is a triangulable space such that all finite inter-425

sections are sub-triangulations. If the intersection of every subfamily of F is the disjoint union of426

finitely many contractible sets, then M(F) and
⋃
F are homotopy equivalent.427

The idea of the proof of Theorem 1212 is folklore; see, for instance, the proof of [2929, Corollary 4G3].428

Proof. Let X denote the subset of
⋃
F ×|M(F)| defined as429

X =
⋃

(C,A)∈M(F)

C × |(C,A)|,

where |(C,A)| is the geometric realization of the simplex (C,A) ∈ M(F). (This construction is430

sometimes called the Mayer-Vietoris blowup complex.)431

Let π1 denote the projection on the first coordinate, so that π1(X) =
⋃
F . Let p ∈

⋃
F . A point432

q ∈ |M(F)| satisfies (p, q) ∈ X if and only if q ∈ |(C,A)| for some C containing p; it follows that433

π−1
1 (p) = {p} ×

⋃
(C,A)∈M(F)

p∈C

|(C,A)| = {p} × |{(C,A) ∈M(F) s.t. p ∈ C}|;

in particular, π−1
1 (p) is the geometric realization of a simplicial poset isomorphic to a simplex, and434

every fiber of π1 is thus contractible. Note that |M(F)| is the geometric realization of a simplicial435

set and, by assumption, any element of F is triangulable, hence the geometric realization of a436

simplicial set. Since
⋃
F and X are obtained by gluing together geometric realizations of simplicial437

sets along geometric realizations of sub-simplicial sets, they are themselves geometric realizations438

of simplicial sets. Furthermore, the cells of X are products of cells, so the projection π1 is the439

geometric realization of a map of simplicial sets. Then X and
⋃
F are homotopy equivalent by the440

Vietoris-Begle Theorem (case (3) of Lemma 2626).441

Similarly, let π2 denote the projection on the second coordinate, so that π2(X) = |M(F)|.442

Let q ∈ |M(F)| and let (C,A) be the unique simplex of minimum dimension of M(F) whose443

geometric realization contains q. Then a point p ∈
⋃
F satisfies (p, q) ∈ X if and only if p ∈ C, so444

π−1
2 (q) = C×{q} is contractible. The cells of |M(F)| are precisely the sets |(C,A)|, hence π2 is the445

geometric realization of a map of simplicial sets. Again, X and |M(F)| are homotopy equivalent446

by the Vietoris-Begle Theorem (case (3) of Lemma 2626). This concludes the proof.447

5 Projection of a simplicial poset448

The key ingredient of the proof by Kalai and Meshulam [3838] of Theorem 55 is an analysis of the449

Leray number of the image of a simplicial complex under a simplicial map. More precisely, they450

show that if projecting a simplicial complex may increase the homology, as measured by the Leray451

number (see Figure 55 for an example), that accession can be controlled under certain conditions.452

In this section, we prove a similar statement for simplicial posets. After introducing some notions453

of combinatorial topology for simplicial posets (Section 5.15.1), we state precisely our projection454

theorem (Section 5.25.2) and prove it (Sections 5.35.3–5.65.6).455
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Figure 5: Projecting a simplicial complex can create homology.

5.1 Links, barycentric subdivisions, and simplicial maps456

Links. A standard notion in combinatorial topology is that of the link of a simplex σ in a simplicial457

complex X:458

lkX(σ) = {τ ∈ X | τ ∩ σ = ∅, τ ∪ σ ∈ X} .

A nice topological feature of the link of σ is that it has the same homotopy type as a neighborhood459

of σ minus σ itself in the geometric realization of X. This property is instrumental in a technical460

lemma [3737, Proposition 3.1] used in Kalai and Meshulam’s proof.461

This notion can be extended to simplicial posets: the link of σ in a simplicial poset X would462

be the set of simplices τ disjoint from σ and such that σ and of τ are all contained in at least one463

simplex of X. However, it is not hard to prove that the above topological property does not always464

hold for simplicial posets. For example, consider the link of a vertex of the simplicial poset made465

of two vertices and two edges connecting them.466

Barycentric subdivisions. Instead, we will work on the barycentric subdivision of X. Recall467

that to any (not necessarily simplicial) poset (P,�) is associated a simplicial complex ∆(P ) called468

the order complex of P : the vertices of ∆(P ) are the elements of P , and its d-simplices are the469

totally ordered subsets of P of size d+ 1 (also called its chains). The barycentric subdivision470

sd(X) of a simplicial poset X with least element 0 is defined to be ∆(X \ {0}), the order complex471

of X \ {0}. The vertices of sd(X) are the non-empty simplices of X and every chain of d faces of472

distinct dimension contained in one another form a (d− 1)-simplex of sd(X). This generalizes the473

barycentric subdivision for simplicial complexes.474

Let us remark that as for simplicial complexes, a geometric realization of sd(X) can be obtained475

from a subdivision of the geometric realization of X, as follows (see Figure 66(b)). The barycentric476

subdivision of a 0-simplicial poset (which is also a simplicial complex) is itself. Let d ≥ 1; assume477

that the (d− 1)-skeleton of X (the simplicial sub-poset of X obtained by keeping only its simplices478

of dimension at most d − 1) has already been subdivided. We now explain how to subdivide a479

d-simplex σ of X. Let v be a new vertex in the interior of the geometric realization of σ. The480

(d − 1)-simplices on the boundary of σ have already been subdivided; let Bσ be the set of these481

subdivided (d− 1)-simplices. For every (d− 1)-simplex τ in Bσ, we insert in sd(X) the d-simplex482

whose vertices are v and those of τ . Together, these simplices form a subdivision of σ. By induction,483

every d-simplex of X is subdivided into (d+1)! d-simplices. In particular, the geometric realization484

of a simplicial poset X is homeomorphic to the geometric realization of the simplicial complex485

sd(X).486

Given σ ∈ X, we denote by DX(σ) the sub-complex of sd(X) that is the order complex of [σ, ·];487

similarly we denote by ḊX(σ) the sub-complex of sd(X) that is the order complex of (σ, ·] (see488

Figure 66(c)); in particular, ḊX(0) = sd(X). We will use the fact that DX(σ) (as a sub-complex489
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: (a) The geometric realization of a simplicial poset X (follow-up of Figure 22). (b) The
geometric realization of sd(X), which also equals ḊX(0). (c) ḊX(b) is a 1-dimensional simplicial
complex that is a cycle of length four (in black bold lines).

of sd(X)) is a cone (actually, its geometric realization retracts to the geometric realization of the490

simplex σ) and is therefore contractible. Kalai and Meshulam [3838] use that when X is a simplicial491

complex, ḊX(σ) is isomorphic to the barycentric subdivision of the link of σ in X. This property492

is, again, false for simplicial posets; in our proof, we find a way to avoid all uses of the notion of493

link.494

Simplicial maps. Let ϕ : X → Y be a map between two simplicial posets X and Y . We say that495

ϕ is simplicial if, for every simplex σ of X, ϕ([0, σ]) is exactly [0, ϕ(σ)]. The notion of simplicial496

maps between simplicial posets extends the notion of simplicial maps for simplicial complexes. In497

particular, any simplicial map between two posets induces a simplicial map between their barycen-498

tric subdivisions, and (therefore) also a continuous map between their geometric realizations. By499

abuse of language, we speak of a simplicial map from a simplicial poset X to a simplicial complex Y500

to mean a simplicial map from X to Y seen as a simplicial poset.501

We say that a simplicial map ϕ between two simplicial posets is dimension-preserving if, for502

any σ ∈ X, the dimension of ϕ(σ) equals the dimension of σ. This implies that ϕ maps bijectively503

[0, σ] onto [0, ϕ(σ)]. All the simplicial maps considered in this paper will be dimension-preserving.504

Finally, we also say that ϕ is at most r-to-one if for any σ ∈ Y the set ϕ−1(σ) has cardinality at505

most r.506

5.2 Statement of the projection theorem507

If X is a simplicial poset with vertex set V and S ⊆ V , the induced simplicial sub-poset X[S] is508

the poset of elements of X whose vertices are in S, ordered by the order of X. The Leray number509

of the simplicial poset X is the smallest integer j such that for any S ⊆ V and any i ≥ j the reduced510

homology group H̃i(X[S],Q) is trivial. Like the Nerve theorem bounds the Leray number of the511

nerve of an open good cover, our Multinerve Theorem bounds the Leray number of the multinerve512

of an acylic family:513

Corollary 13. If F is a finite acyclic family of open sets in a locally arc-wise connected topological514

space Γ, then the Leray number of M(F) is at most dΓ.515

Proof. Let G be a sub-family of F . SinceM(F)[G] =M(G) and G is also acyclic, Theorem 88 yields516

that H̃`(M(F)[G]) = H̃`(M(G)) ∼= H̃`(
⋃
G) for any ` ≥ 0. If in addition we assume ` ≥ dΓ, then517

H̃`(
⋃
G) = 0 since

⋃
G is an open set in Γ. The statement follows.518
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However, Lemma 44 relates the Helly number of F to the Leray number of its nerve, not of519

its multinerve. The main result of this section bounds the Leray number of the nerve in terms520

of a refinement of the Leray number of the multinerve. Specifically, let X be a simplicial poset521

with vertex set V ; we define J(X) to be the smallest integer ` such that for every j ≥ `, every522

S ⊆ V , and every simplex σ of X[S], we have H̃j(ḊX[S](σ)) = 0. If X is a simplicial complex then523

L(X) = J(X): this follows from [3737, Proposition 3.1] and from the isomorphism between ḊX[S](σ)524

and the barycentric subdivision of the link of σ in X[S]. We cannot decide if the same holds for525

simplicial posets but will, in fact, only need the following easy inequality.526

Lemma 14. If X is a simplicial poset, then L(X) ≤ J(X).527

Proof. Let S ⊆ V and let 0 be the least element of X. By definition, ḊX[S](0) is the barycentric528

subdivision of X[S]. Thus, by definition of J(X), for every j ≥ J(X), we have H̃j(X[S]) = 0. Thus529

L(X) ≤ J(X).530

The purpose of this section is to prove the following projection theorem.531

Theorem 15. Let r ≥ 1. Let π be a simplicial, dimension-preserving, surjective, at most r-to-one532

map from a simplicial poset X onto a simplicial complex Y . Then L(Y ) ≤ rJ(X) + r − 1.533

The special case of Theorem 1515 when X is a simplicial complex was proven by Kalai and534

Meshulam [3838, Theorem 1.3] in a slightly different terminology. We note that already in this535

context the bound on L(Y ) is tight (see the remark after Theorem 1.3 of [3838]). Since Y is a simplicial536

complex, L(Y ) = J(Y ) and the conclusion of the theorem can be rewritten as J(Y ) ≤ rJ(X)+r−1;537

however, we will not use this result.538

In the remaining part of this section, we prove Theorem 1515. Specifically, we describe how539

the proof of Kalai and Meshulam [3838, Theorem 1.3], once it is reformulated in our terminology,540

extends, mutantis mutandis, to the case of simplicial posets. The reader not interested in the proof541

of Theorem 1515 can safely proceed to Section 66, where Theorem 1515 will be applied to the case where542

X is the multinerve of our acyclic family and Y is its nerve.543

5.3 Structure of the proof544

The proof of the projection theorem of Kalai and Meshulam [3838, Theorem 1.3] uses properties of545

the multiple k-point space of π : X → Y (defined below) in two independent steps, each using a546

different spectral sequence1111. The first step relates the homology of Y to that of the multiple k-547

point space. The second, more combinatorial step, aims at controlling the topology of the multiple548

k-point space in terms of the topology of X.549

For the proof of their projection theorem, Kalai and Meshulam assume that X is a subset of550

the join of disjoint 0-complexes V1 ∗ . . . ∗ Vm, where π maps each vertex of Vi to the ith vertex551

of Y . Instead, we assume that π : X → Y is dimension-preserving. This assumption is equivalent552

in the context of simplicial complexes (as can be seen by taking Vi = π−1(i) for each vertex i) and553

remains meaningful for simplicial posets.554

11The reader may refer to either one of [6060, Chapter 5], [88, Chapter 13], [4646] or [5656, Section 9.1] for details on
spectral sequences.
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5.4 The image computing spectral sequence555

The first spectral sequence considered [3838, Theorem 2.1] is due to Goryunov-Mond [2525] and uses only556

topological properties of the geometric realization and the fact that we are considering homology557

with coefficient in the field Q of rational numbers. It thus extends verbatim to the setting of558

simplicial posets.559

Specifically, for k ≥ 1, the multiple k-point space Mk of X is

Mk =
{

(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ |X|k s.t.π(x1) = · · · = π(xk)
}
.

Note that there is a natural action of Sk, the symmetric group on k letters, on Mk by permutation,
and thus on the homology H•(Mk) as well. We denote

AltHn(Mk) = {v ∈ Hn(Mk), σ · v = sgn(σ)v for all σ ∈ Sk}.

Recall that π : X → Y satisfies the assumption of Theorem 1515. Hence the (geometric realization560

of the) simplicial map π has finite fibers with the sets π−1(y) (for any y ∈ Y ) being of cardinality561

at most r, we have the following result, which is the same as Theorem 2.1 in [3838].562

Theorem 16 (Goryunov-Mond). There is a homology spectral sequence Erp,q converging to H•(Y )
such that

E1
p,q =

{
AltHq(Mp+1) for 0 ≤ p ≤ r − 1, 0 ≤ q
0 otherwise.

Therefore, intuitively, to show that Y has trivial homology in dimension large enough, it suffices563

to show that it is the case for the multiple point set.564

5.5 Homology of multiple point sets565

We now argue that Hq(Mp+1) = 0 for q large enough. Let X1, . . . , Xk be induced simplicial sub-
posets of X. Define

M(X1, . . . , Xk) =
{

(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ |X1| × · · · × |Xk|, π(x1) = · · · = π(xk)
}
.

Note that M(X1, . . . , Xk) = Mk. We are actually mainly interested in the case X1 = · · · = Xk = X566

but it is more convenient to have different indices for bookkeeping issues in the proof. In our567

setting, the analogue of Proposition 3.1 in [3838] is the following.568

Lemma 17. H̃j(M(X1, . . . , Xk)) = 0 for j ≥
∑k

i=1 J(Xi).569

Proof. M(X1, σ2, . . . , σk) is homeomorphic to570 {
x1 ∈ |X1|, ∀i = 2, . . . , k, ∃xi ∈ |σi|, π(xi) = π(x1)

}
,

since the assumption that π is dimension-preserving guarantees that the x2, . . . , xk are uniquely571

determined. Given σ ∈ X, we define σ̃ as the set of vertices of X in π−1(π(σ)). We thus have the572

following identification:573

M(X1, σ2, . . . , σk) ∼=

∣∣∣∣∣X1

[
k⋂
i=2

σ̃i

]∣∣∣∣∣ ,
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which extends [3838, Equation (3.1)]. Let n =
∑k

j=2 dim(Xj); define the sets

S ′p =

(σ2, . . . , σk) ∈ X2 × · · · ×Xk,
k∑
j=1

dim(σj) ≥ n− p


and Sp = S ′p − S ′p−1 for 0 ≤ p ≤ n. Furthermore, for (σ2, . . . , σk) ∈ S ′p, define574

A(σ2,...,σk) = M(X1, σ2, . . . , σk)×DX2(σ2)× . . .×DXk(σk).

Now, consider the spaces

Kp =
⋃

(σ2,...,σk)∈S′p

A(σ2,...,σk) ⊆ M(X1, . . . , Xk)× sd(X2)× · · · × sd(Xk).

Since the DXi(σi) are contractible, it follows that the projection on the first coordinate Kn →
M(X1, . . . , Xk) is a homotopy equivalence and the homology spectral sequence associated to the
filtration ∅ ⊂ K0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Kn converges to H•(M(X1, . . . , Xk)) and is analogous to the one given
in [3838, Proposition 3.2]. The first page of this spectral sequence writes E0

p,q = Hp+q(Kp,Kp−1).
The arguments used in [3838, Proposition 3.2] for the identification of the second page, that is the
E1
p,q-terms, are based on properties of the homology of pairs such as excision and Künneth formula.

Since the barycentric subdivision of a simplicial poset is itself a simplicial complex, these arguments
extend to our setting and we get that

E1
p,q
∼=

⊕
(σ2,...,σk)
∈ Sp

⊕
i1,...,ik≥0

i1+...+ik=p+q

Hi1

(
X1

[
k⋂
i=2

σ̃i

])
⊗

k⊗
j=2

Hij

(
DXj (σj), ḊXj (σj)

)
.

In the simplicial complex setting, Kalai and Meshulam then use the isomorphism between575

ḊXj (σj) and the barycentric subdivision of the link of σj in Xj together with a characteriza-576

tion of Leray numbers in terms of reduced homology of all links in the simplicial complex [3737,577

Proposition 3.1]. The introduction of J(X) in our setting will circumvent the fact that the no-578

tion of link does not extend well to simplicial posets. Since DXj (σj) is contractible, we still have579

Hij (DXj (σj), ḊXj (σj))
∼= H̃ij−1(ḊXj (σj)). This yields the identification580

E1
p,q
∼=

⊕
(σ2,...,σk)
∈ Sp

⊕
i1,...,ik≥0

i1+...+ik=p+q

Hi1

(
X1

[
k⋂
i=2

σ̃i

])
⊗

k⊗
j=2

H̃ij−1

(
ḊXj (σj)

)
. (1)

We now have all the ingredients to finish the proof of the lemma. First note that for a simplicial
complex L(Z) = 0 implies that Z is a simplex; this is still true if Z is a simplicial poset. Let
m =

∑k
j=1 J(Xj). If m = 0, then, by Lemma 1414, M(X1, . . . , Xk) is isomorphic to a simplex and

has no reduced homology in all non-negative dimensions. We can thus assume m > 0. Since we
have a homology spectral sequence E1

p,q converging to H•(M(X1, . . . , Xk)), it suffices to prove that
E1
p,q = 0 when p + q = i1 + · · · + ik ≥ m. If i1 ≥ J(X1), we have i1 ≥ L(X1) by Lemma 1414
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and therefore Hi1

(
X1

[⋂k
i=2 σ̃i

])
= 0. Furthermore, if ij − 1 ≥ J(Xj), then by definition we have

H̃ij−1(ḊXj (σ)) = 0. Thus, if p+ q ≥ m =
∑k

j=1 J(Xj), at least one of the tensors in

Hi1

(
X1

[
k⋂
i=2

σ̃i

])
⊗

k⊗
j=2

H̃ij−1

(
ḊXj (σj)

)
is null and it follows that E1

p,q = 0. This concludes the proof.581

5.6 End of the proof of Theorem 1515582

Lemma 18. H̃`(Y ) = 0 if ` ≥ rJ(X) + r − 1.583

Proof. If J(X) = 0, we are left to the case where X is a simplex and there is nothing to prove.584

Thus we may assume J(X) > 0. By Theorem 1616, it suffices to prove that E1
p,q
∼= AltHq(Mp+1) = 0585

if p + q ≥ rJ(X) + r − 1 with p ≤ r − 1 and q ≥ 0. Since Mp+1
∼= M(X1, . . . , Xp+1) for586

X1 = · · · = Xp+1 = X, by Lemma 1717, we have that Hq(Mp+1) = 0 for q ≥ (p + 1)J(X). Now the587

conditions p + q ≥ rJ(X) + r − 1 and p ≤ r − 1 imply q ≥ rJ(X) ≥ (p + 1)J(X) and thus that588

Hq(Mp+1) = 0. There is nothing left to prove.589

We conclude:590

Proof of Theorem 1515. Let S be a subset of vertices of Y and let R = π−1(S). We apply Lemma 1818591

with X[R] and Y [S], which also satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. We obtain H̃`(Y [S]) = 0 if592

` ≥ rJ(X[R])+r−1. By definition of J , we have J(X[R]) ≤ J(X); so we have L(Y ) ≤ rJ(X)+r−1,593

as desired.594

6 Topological Helly-type theorems for acyclic families595

We now put everything together to prove our main results, Theorems 11 and 33, and conclude this596

section by showing that the openness condition can be replaced, in a slightly less general context,597

by a compactness condition.598

6.1 Proof of Theorem 11599

Our first step towards a proof of Theorem 11 is to bound from above the J index of the multinerve600

of an acyclic family. For future reference, we actually allow the family to have some slack.601

Lemma 19. Let Γ be a locally arc-wise connected topological space. If F is a finite family of open602

subsets of Γ that is acyclic with slack s, then J(M(F)) ≤ max(dΓ, s).603

Proof. Let G ⊆ F be a sub-family of F , and let σ be a simplex of M(F)[G] =M(G). We need to604

prove that ḊM(G)(σ) has trivial reduced homology in dimension max(dΓ, s) and higher.605

Given σ = (C,A) ∈M(G), we define Gσ as the non-empty traces of the elements of G \A on C:606

Gσ = {U ∩ C | U ∈ G \A,U ∩ C 6= ∅}.
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C

Figure 7: Continuation of Figure 33: On the left, the family F ; on the right, the barycentric subdivi-
sion sd(M(F)) of the multinerve M(F). In this example, σ is a vertex of M(F) corresponding to
one component C of an object in F . We see that ḊM(F)(σ) (in bold) is a subcomplex of sd(M(F))
that is the disjoint union of two homology cells. This is reflected in the fact that Gσ, the trace of
the union of the other objects of F inside C, is also the disjoint union of two homology cells.

(Note that Gσ is a multiset, as a given element may appear more than once.) The map607 {
M(Gσ) → [σ, ·]
(C ′, A′) 7→ (C ′ ∩ C,A ∪A′)

is an isomorphism of posets. In particular, [σ, ·] is a simplicial poset. Both posets have a least608

element, and removing them yields that (σ, ·] andM(Gσ)\{(
⋂
∅, ∅)} are isomorphic posets. Taking609

their order complexes, we get that ḊM(G)(σ) and sd(M(Gσ)) are isomorphic simplicial complexes;610

see Figure 77.611

Therefore, ḊM(G)(σ) has the same homology as M(Gσ). Since F is acyclic (with slack s), the612

family Gσ is acyclic (with slack s) as well. Theorem 88 now ensures that (in dimension j ≥ s) the613

homology ofM(Gσ) is the same as the homology of the union of the elements in Gσ. Since
⋃
Gσ is an614

open subset of Γ, it has homology zero in dimension dΓ and higher. This concludes the proof.615

Our first Helly-type theorem now follows easily through our projection theorem.616

Proof of Theorem 11. Let F be a finite acyclic family of open subsets of a locally arc-wise connected617

topological space Γ, and assume that any sub-family of F intersects in at most r connected compo-618

nents. Let N (F) and M(F) denote, respectively, the nerve and the multinerve of F . We consider619

the projection620

π :

{
M(F) → N (F)
(C,A) 7→ A

(already used in Section 33). The map π is clearly a simplicial, dimension-preserving map. Fur-621

thermore, each simplex in the pre-image π−1(σ) of a simplex σ ∈ N (F) is of the form (C, σ)622

where C is a connected component of
⋂
σ. The projection π is therefore surjective and at most623

r-to-one, and we can apply Theorem 1515 with X = M(F) and Y = N (F). We obtain that624

L(N (F)) ≤ rJ(M(F)) + r − 1. With Lemma 1919, this becomes L(N (F)) ≤ r(dΓ + 1) − 1. Since625

the Helly number of F is at most L(N (F)) + 1 (Lemma 44), this concludes the proof.626

6.2 Proof of Theorem 33627

We also need another (simple) projection theorem for the J index.628
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Lemma 20. Let X and Y be two simplicial posets and k ≥ 0. If there exists a simplicial, dimension-629

preserving map f : X → Y whose restriction to the simplices of X of dimension at least k is a630

bijection onto the simplices of Y of dimension at least k, then J(Y ) ≤ max
(
J(X), k + 1

)
.631

Proof. Since f is simplicial, it induces a map f̃ : sd(X)→ sd(Y ). We note that f̃ is simplicial and632

dimension-preserving, since f is simplicial and dimension-preserving.633

Any n-simplex of sd(Y ) is a chain of n+1 elements of Y of increasing dimensions whose maximal634

element has therefore dimension at least n. For n ≥ k, any n-simplex τ ∈ Y has a unique pre-image635

σ ∈ X under f . Thus, for any chain υ in Y with maximal element τ , if υ has a pre-image under f636

then the maximal element of that pre-image is σ. Since f is simplicial and dimension-preserving,637

it is a bijection from [0, σ] onto [f(0), τ ]; it follows that any chain in Y whose maximal element has638

dimension at least k has one, and only one, pre-image under f . In particular, for any n ≥ k we639

have that f̃ induces a bijection from the n-simplices of sd(X) onto the n-simplices of sd(Y ).640

Now let V be the set of vertices of Y , let S be a subset of V , and let τ be a simplex in Y [S].641

Let R =
⋃
f−1(S) and let {σ1, . . . , σp} be the pre-images of τ through f . For every n ≥ k, the642

map f induces a bijection between the union of the n-simplices of X[R] containing one of the σi,643

and the set of n-simplices of Y [S] containing τ . (It is actually a disjoint union.) Thus, the same644

argument as above implies that, for every n ≥ k, f̃ induces a bijection between the n-simplices of645 ⋃
i ḊX[R](σi) and those of ḊY [S](τ).646

Furthermore, since they are simplicial and dimension-preserving, both f and f̃ (trivially ex-647

tended by linearity) commute with the boundary operator. The two previous statements imply648

that for every n ≥ k + 1, f̃ induces an isomorphism between Hn(
⋃
i ḊX[R](σi)) and Hn(ḊY [S](τ)).649

Since the ḊX[R](σi) are disjoint subcomplexes of X[R], the homology group Hn(
⋃
i ḊX[R](σi)) is650 ⊕

i(Hn(ḊX[R](σi))). By definition, all the summands vanish for n ≥ J(X). Therefore, Hn

(
ḊY [S](τ)

)
651

vanishes for any S ⊆ V , any τ ∈ Y [S], and any n ≥ max(J(X), k + 1).652

We can now prove our more general Helly-type theorem.653

Proof of Theorem 33. Let Γ be a locally arc-wise connected topological space and let F be a family
of open subsets of Γ that is acyclic with slack s and such that the intersection of any sub-family of
F of size at least t has at most r connected components. Let N (F) andM(F) denote, respectively,
the nerve and the multinerve of F . We can construct a simplicial poset Mred(F) by identifying
together two simplices ofM(F) if and only if they are of the form (C,A) and (C ′, A′) with A = A′

and |A| ≤ t− 1. In other words,

Mred(F) =
{
A
∣∣∣ A ⊆ F has cardinality at most t− 1 and

⋂
A
6= ∅
}

∪
{

(C,A)
∣∣∣ A ⊆ F has cardinality at least t and C is a connected component of

⋂
A

}
.

We thus have a surjective map f :M(F)→Mred(F) given by f(C,A) = (C,A) if A has cardinality654

at least t and f(C,A) = A otherwise. We can make Mred(F) a poset by letting f(α) � f(β)655

whenever α � β. The poset structure ofMred(F) is similar to the one of the multinerve in Section 33,656

and the proof of Lemma 66 applies mutatis mutandis to prove that Mred(F) is a simplicial poset.657

We note that f is simplicial and dimension-preserving. Moreover, for any n ≥ t−1, f is a bijection658

from the n-simplices of M(F) onto the n-simplices of Mred(F). We can thus apply Lemma 2020659

with X =M(F), Y =Mred(F), and k = t− 1, and obtain that J(Mred(F)) ≤ max(J(M(F)), t).660

Since J(M(F)) ≤ max(dΓ, s) by Lemma 1919, it follows that J(Mred(F)) ≤ max(dΓ, s, t).661
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Now, consider the projection π :Mred(F)→ N (F) that is the identity on simplices of dimension662

at most t−2 and such that for any simplex (C,A) ∈Mred(F) of dimension at least t−1, π(C,A) =663

A. By construction, π is simplicial, dimension-preserving, onto, and at most r-to-one, so we can664

apply Theorem 1515 with X =Mred(F) and Y = N (F) to obtain that L(N (F)) ≤ rJ(Mred(F)) +665

r − 1. Since J(Mred(F)) ≤ max(dΓ, s, t), we get that L(N (F)) is at most r(max(dΓ, s, t) + 1)− 1666

and the statement now follows from Lemma 44.667

6.3 Extension to compact sets668

We finally argue that the openness assumption can be replaced by a compactness assumption under669

a mild additional condition on the sets.670

Lemma 21. Let F be a family of subcomplexes of a triangulation T of an arbitrary topological671

space Γ. Then there exists a family (O(F ))F∈F of open sets in Γ such that, for every G ⊆ F , the672

set
⋂
G∈G O(G) deformation retracts to

⋂
G∈G G.673

Proof. For an arbitrary subcomplex K of T , let O(K) be the union of the open simplices of sd(T )674

whose closure meets K. (By a slight abuse of notation, we also denote by O(K) the set of these675

simplices.) It is a standard fact [5050, Lemma 70.1] that O(K) deformation retracts to K: indeed,676

every simplex of O(K) has a unique maximal face entirely contained in K; the retraction collapses677

each such simplex of O(K) towards this maximal face.678

Let σ be a simplex in sd(T ). It is thus a chain of simplices in T ; let min(σ) be the simplex of T679

of smallest dimension in this chain. With this notation, σ ∈ O(K) if and only if min(σ) ∈ K (since680

K is a subcomplex). In other words,681

O(K) = {σ ∈ sd(T ) | min(σ) ∈ K}.

This immediately implies that O(K) is an open set and that, for every sub-family G of F , we have682 ⋂
G∈G O(G) = O(

⋂
G); this latter set retracts to

⋂
G .683

In particular, the condition of being acyclic (with slack s) extends from a family F to the family684

O(F). Theorems 11 and 33 therefore extend immediately to subcomplexes of triangulations. We only685

state the more general version:686

Corollary 22. Let F be a finite family of subcomplexes of a given triangulation of a locally arc-687

wise connected topological space Γ. If (i) F is acyclic with slack s and (ii) any sub-family of F of688

cardinality at least t intersects in at most r connected components, then the Helly number of F is689

at most r(max(dΓ, s, t) + 1).690

7 Transversal Helly numbers691

Let H = {A1, . . . , An} be a family of pairwise disjoint convex sets in Rd and let Tk(H) denote692

the set of k-dimensional affine subspaces intersecting every member in H. Vincensini [5959] conjec-693

tured that the Helly number of {Tk(A1), . . . , Tk(An)}, the k-th transversal Helly number τk of694

{A1, . . . , An}, can be bounded as a function of d and k, generalizing Helly’s theorem that corre-695

sponds to the case k = 0. Vincensini’s conjecture is false in such generality but holds in special696

cases, when the geometry of the Ai is adequately constrained. Understanding which geometric697

conditions allow for bounded transversal Helly numbers has been one of the focus of geometric698
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transversal theory [1414, 1616, 3434, 6161]. In this section we show that Theorem 33 can be used to bound,699

in a single stroke, three transversal Helly numbers τ1 previously bounded via ad hoc methods. The700

parameters used in the applications of Theorem 33 are summarized in Table 11.701

For future reference, the following standard lemma bounds the value of dΓ for some manifolds Γ.702

The proof can be found in various textbooks, e.g. Greenberg [2626, p. 121].703

Lemma 23. Let Γ be a (paracompact) manifold of dimension d. Then dΓ ≤ d + 1. Furthermore,704

if Γ is non-compact or non-orientable, then dΓ ≤ d.705

7.1 General remarks706

Like most work in geometric transversal theory, we focus on the case k = 1, when the subspaces707

are lines. We therefore give bounds on certain first transversal Helly numbers. A line intersecting708

every member in H is called a line transversal to H. We let T (H) = T1(H) denote the set of line709

transversals to H. All lines are non-oriented.710

The space of lines in Rd can be considered as a subspace of the space of lines in RPd, which711

is the Grassmannian RG2,d+1 of all 2-planes through the origin in Rd+1; RG2,d+1 is a manifold712

of dimension 2d − 2 and can be seen as an algebraic sub-variety of some RPm via Grassmann713

coordinates (also known as Plücker coordinates for d = 3). We note that dRG2,d+1
≤ 2d − 1 by714

Lemma 2323. However, in the applications below, we consider the set Γ of lines in Rd, which is a715

non-compact submanifold of dimension 2d − 2 of RG2,d+1. It follows that dΓ ≤ 2d − 2, again by716

Lemma 2323.717

Let p : RG2,d+1 → RPd−1 be the map associating each line to its direction. We let K(H) =718

p(T (H)) denote the directions of line transversals to H. As the next lemma shows, the homology719

of T (H) can be studied through its projection by p.720

Lemma 24. If H is a finite family of compact convex sets in Rd, then p|T (H) induces an iso-721

morphism in homology. In other words, p induces a bijection between the connected components722

of T (H) and the connected components of K(H), and each connected component of T (H) has the723

same homology as its projection.724

Proof. This essentially follows from the Vietoris-Begle argument: for any direction ~u ∈ K(H)725

the fiber p−1(~u) is contractible, as it is homeomorphic to the intersection of the projections of the726

members ofH on a hyperplane orthogonal to ~u. Furthermore, since T (H) is compact, the restriction727

p|T (H) is a closed map. Thus Lemma 2626(i) (in Appendix AA) directly implies the result.728

The number of connected components of T (H) can be bounded under certain conditions on729

the geometry of the objects in H. A line transversal to a family of disjoint convex sets induces730

two orderings of the family, one for each orientation of the line; this pair of orderings is called the731

geometric permutation of the family induced by the line. A simple continuity argument shows732

that all lines in a connected component of T (H) induce the same geometric permutation ofH. Under733

certain conditions, this implication becomes an equivalence, and the connected components of T (H)734

are in one-to-one correspondence with the geometric permutations of H. Various geometric and735

combinatorial arguments can then be used to bound from above the number of distinct geometric736

permutations that may exist for one and the same family H.737

An open thickening of a subset H of Rd is a family (Hε)ε>0 such that (i) any Hε is an open738

set, (ii) if ε < ε′, then Hε ⊆ Hε′ , and (iii)
⋂
ε>0H

ε = H. For a family G of subsets of Rd, we739
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Shape Previous bound Our bound dΓ s t r

Parallelotopes in Rd (d ≥ 2) 2d−1(2d− 1) [5252] 2d−1(2d− 1) 2d− 2 d+ 1 1 2d−1

Disjoint translates of a planar
convex figure

5 [5858] 10 2 3 4 2

Disjoint unit balls in Rd:
d = 2 5 [1313] 12 2d− 2 d+ 1 1 3
d = 3 11 [1111] 15 2d− 2 d+ 1 1 3
d = 4 15 [1111] 20 2d− 2 d+ 1 9 2
d = 5 19 [1111] 20 2d− 2 d+ 1 9 2
d ≥ 6 4d− 1 [1111] 4d− 2 2d− 2 d+ 1 9 2

Table 1: Parameters used to derive bounds on transversal Helly numbers from Theorem 33.

let Gε = {Hε | H ∈ G}. In the three applications below, we consider transversals to compact sets.740

Since any compact set admits an open thickening, the following lemma will allow us to consider741

the same problem with open sets.742

Lemma 25. Let H be a finite family of compact convex sets in Rd and Hε be an open thickening743

of H. There exists ε > 0 such that for every G ⊆ H, the family G has a common transversal if and744

only if the family Gε has a common transversal.745

Proof. Let G ⊆ H. To prove the lemma, it suffices to prove that, if G has no transversal, then, for746

ε > 0 small enough, Gε has no transversal. We prove the contrapositive statement: assume that Gε747

has a transversal for every ε > 0; we will prove that G has a transversal. There exists a sequence748

(εn) decreasing towards zero, and, for every n, a line (`n) transversal to Gεn : it intersects Hεn749

(H ∈ G) at point aH,n. Up to taking a subsequence, we can assume that (`n) converges towards a750

line `, and that each sequence (aH,n) converges towards some point aH (by compactness of RG2,d+1,751

and since the objects are bounded). Of course, each aH belongs to `, and also to the closure of752

each Hεn , hence to H, since H is closed. So G has a line transversal.753

7.2 Three theorems in geometric transversal theory754

We can now deduce three transversal Helly numbers from our main result. The main interest in755

these derivations is not that the bounds are better; in fact, one matches the previously known756

bound, one is weaker (10 instead of 5), and the last one is better (4d − 2 instead of 4d − 1, when757

d ≥ 6). They do show, however, that the combinatorial and homological conditions of Theorem 33758

may be useful in identifying situations where the transversal Helly numbers are bounded; in fact759

the question whether our second and third examples afford bounded transversal Helly numbers760

were raised in the late 1950’s and only answered in 1986 and 2006. Refer to Table 11 for a summary761

of the parameters used in the applications of Theorem 33.762

Parallelotopes in arbitrary dimension. Let H be a finite family of parallelotopes in Rd with763

edges parallel to the coordinate axis. Santaló [5252] showed that the transversal Helly number τ1 of764

H is at most 2d−1(2d − 1). Here is how Santaló’s theorem can be seen to follow from Theorem 33.765

We can restrict ourselves to open parallelotopes by Lemma 2525.766
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Let D be the set of directions in RPd−1 that are not orthogonal to the direction of any coordinate767

axis. D has exactly 2d−1 connected components. Recall that p−1(D) is the set of lines whose768

direction is in D. When studying the existence of transversals to H, it does not harm to restrict769

to lines in p−1(D), since the set of transversals to H is open and since the complement of p−1(D)770

has empty interior.771

For each connected component ofD, the set of transversals toH with direction in this component772

can be seen to be homeomorphic to the interior of a polytope in a (2d − 2)-dimensional affine773

subspace of R2d by adequate use of Cremona coordinates [2323]. In particular, for any G ⊆ H,774

the set T (G)∩ p−1(D) consists of at most 2d−1 contractible components. Moreover, if Γ = p−1(D),775

then dΓ ≤ 2d − 2 by Lemma 2323. Theorem 11 now implies an upper bound of 2d−1(2d − 1) in the776

Helly number of transversals of parallelotopes.777

If we consider the partition of line space into 2d−1 regions R1, . . . , R2d−1 induced by the above778

partition of RPd−1, the Cremona coordinates recast the set of line transversals in each Ri into a779

convex set, and Santaló’s theorem follows directly from applying Helly’s theorem inside each Ri [2323].780

While this is simpler, we know of no other example where a transversal Helly number is obtained781

by partitioning the space of lines and identifying a convexity structure in each region. In fact, the782

definition of convexity structures on the Grassmannian in itself raises several issues [2424].783

Disjoint translates in the plane. Tverberg [5858] showed that for any compact convex subset784

D ⊂ R2 with non-empty interior, the transversal Helly number τ1 of any finite family H of disjoint785

translates of D is at most 5. This settled a conjecture of Grünbaum [2727] previously proven in the786

cases where D is a disk [1313] and a square [2727], or with the weaker bound of 128 [4040]. Tverberg’s proof787

uses in an essential way properties of geometric permutations of collections of disjoint translates788

of a convex figure [4141]. Here, we show how an upper bound of 10 can be easily derived from789

Theorem 33 and the sole property that the number of geometric permutations of n disjoint translates790

of a compact convex set with non-empty interior in R2 is at most 3 in general and at most 2 if791

n ≥ 4 [4141].792

First, remark that instead of translates of a compact convex set, we can consider translates of793

an open convex set (using Lemma 2525, by letting Hε be the set of points at distance strictly less794

than ε from H). Now, observe that for any Ai ∈ H the set Ti = T ({Ai}) has the homotopy type795

of RP1. Moreover, for any sub-family G ⊆ H of size at least two, the set of directions in K(G)796

corresponding to a given geometric permutation of G is a connected proper subset of RP1, and797

Lemma 2424 implies that T (G) is acyclic with slack s = 3. Moreover, the number of components in798

T (G) is at most the maximum number of geometric permutations of G, that is at most 3 in general799

and at most 2 when |G| ≥ 4 [4141]. We can therefore apply Theorem 33 with dΓ = 2, s = 3, t = 1 and800

r = 3, getting an upper bound of 12, or with dΓ = 2, s = 3, t = 4 and r = 2, obtaining the better801

bound of 10.802

In dimension 3 or more there exist families of disjoint translates of a polyhedron with arbitrarily803

many connected components of line transversals; in other words, r cannot be bounded. In that804

setting, indeed, Tverberg’s theorem is known not to generalize [3636].805

Disjoint unit balls in arbitrary dimension. Cheong et al. [1111] showed that the transversal806

Helly number τ1 of any finite collection H of disjoint equal-radius closed balls in Rd is at most807

4d−1. That this number is bounded was first conjectured by Danzer [1313] and previously proven for808

d = 2 [1313] and d = 3 [3535] or under various stronger assumptions (see [1111] and the discussion therein).809
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The proof of Cheong et al. [1111] combines a characterization of families of geometric permutations810

of n ≥ 9 disjoint unit balls with a local application of Helly’s topological theorem. Here we show811

how Theorem 33 and some ingredients of their proofs yield a slightly improved bound.812

First, note that by Lemma 2525, we can consider open balls with the same radius (say one).813

Observe that for any Ai ∈ H the set Ti = T ({Ai}) has the homotopy type of RPd−1, and is814

therefore homologically trivial in dimension d and higher. Then, for any sub-family G ⊆ H of size815

at least two, the set of directions in K(G) corresponding to a given geometric permutation of G816

is convex1212 [66] and therefore contractible. In other words, K(G) is a disjoint union of contractible817

sets; so is T (G) by Lemma 2424. It follows that for any G ⊆ H, T (G) is acyclic with slack d + 1.818

Moreover, for any d the number of geometric permutations of a family of n disjoint equal-radius819

balls in Rd is at most 3 in general and at most 2 when n ≥ 9 [1212]. We can thus apply Theorem 33820

with dΓ = 2d− 2, s = d+ 1, t = 9, and r = 2, obtaining the upper bound of 2 max(2d− 1, 10). For821

d ≥ 6, this yields the upper bound of 4d − 2, but for d ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} this bound is only 20. In the822

case d = 2 (resp. d = 3) it can be improved to 12 (resp. 15) by using dΓ = 2d− 2, s = d+ 1, t = 1,823

and r = 3.824

It is conjectured that any family of 4 or more disjoint equal-radius balls in Rd has at most two825

geometric permutations. If this is true, then our bounds would improve to 4d − 2 for any d ≥ 3.826

Since the transversal Helly number τ1 of disjoint equal-radius balls is at least 2d − 1 [1010], this827

number is known up to a factor of 2. Families of n disjoint balls with arbitrary radii in Rd have828

up to Θ(nd−1) geometric permutations [5555] and their transversal Helly number is unbounded; if829

the radii are required to be in some fixed interval [1, ρ], this bound reduces to O(ρlog ρ) [6262] and830

Theorem 33 similarly implies that the first transversal Helly number is O(dρlog ρ), where the constant831

in the O() is independent of ρ, n and d.832

A Homology of spaces with contractible fibers833

In some situations, topological (or homological) properties of a topological space X can be un-834

derstood by considering a projection p : X → Y with contractible fibers. An example from the835

geometric transversal literature is when X is the set of line transversals to some family of convex836

sets and p maps a line to its direction. While simple settings allow for elementary proofs (see e.g.837

the proof of [1111, Lemma 14]), standard arguments in algebraic topology lead to more general state-838

ments such as Lemma 2424 or Theorem 1212. In this appendix, we collect some of these arguments,839

essentially variants of the classical (and generalized) Vietoris-Begle mapping theorem, in the hope840

that they can be useful in other contexts.841

Lemma 26. (Vietoris-Begle argument) Let π : X → Y be a continuous surjective map from a842

topological space X onto a topological space Y . We assume that the fiber π−1(y) is contractible for843

every y ∈ Y . Assume either one of the following assumptions is satisfied844

1. X, Y are paracompact Hausdorff and, further, π is closed;845

2. X and Y are manifolds and π is a submersion;846

3. X and Y are (the geometric realization of) simplicial sets and π : X → Y is (the geometric847

realization of) a map of simplicial sets;848

12Convexity in RPd−1 is relative to the metric induced through the identification RPd−1 = Sd−1/Z2.
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4. π : X → Y is a fibration;849

5. X =
⋃
n≥0Xn is a union of closed subsets (with Xn in the relative interior of Xn+1) such850

that π|Xn : Xn → Y is proper with contractible fibers.851

6. X and Y are locally finite CW-complexes and further π is proper.852

Then, the natural map π∗ : Hn(X)→ Hn(Y ) is an isomorphism for all n.853

( Homotopy enhancement of Vietoris-Begle argument): in addition, the map π is an homotopy854

equivalence when either assumption 3. or 6. is satisfied or when assumption 4. is satisfied and855

further, X and Y are CW-complexes.856

Proof. Let us recall that we work over a characteristic zero field and thus it is equivalent to prove857

the result in cohomology by the universal coefficient theorem [5656, Section 5.5] [2626, Theorem 23.28].858

The case of assumption 1. reduces to the Vietoris-Begle mapping theorem (see [5656, Theorem 15,859

Section 6.9]). The case of assumption 2. is the main result of [5454]. The case of assumption 5. is a860

corollary of [3939, Proposition 2.7.8] applied to a constant sheaf.861

In the case of assumption 6, first note thatX and Y are locally compact, locally contractible, and862

have metrizable connected components since they are locally finite CW-complexes [4242, Proposition863

II.3.6, Proposition II.3.8 and Theorem II.6.6]. Further, since π is onto, it induces a surjection of the864

set of connected components of X to the ones of Y , and this surjection is indeed a bijection since π865

has contractible (hence connected) fibers. Now the homotopy version (hence the homology version866

as well) of Vietoris-Begle argument follows by applying the main result of [5353] to each connected867

component of X.868

The case of assumption 3. (as well as its homotopic version) is proved in [2020] in the case where869

X, Y are the geometric realizations of simplicial complexes and π is the realization of a simplicial870

map. The general case of simplicial sets reduces to the previous one since, if X and Y are geometric871

realizations of simplicial sets, then they are homeomorphic to the geometric realizations of simplicial872

complexes K and L, and further the geometric realization of any map of simplicial sets is homotopic873

to the geometric realization of a simplicial map from K to L, see [4242, Theorem III.6.1 and Corollary874

III.6.2].875

In the case of assumption 4., the map π : X → Y is a fibration. Further, since π : X → Y876

has contractible fibers, it follows from the long exact sequence of homotopy groups of a fibration877

(for instance, see [5656, Section 7.2], [2929, Theorem 4.40] or [88, Section 17]) that the induced maps878

π∗ : πk(X,x0) → πk(Y, y0) are isomorphisms for any k and any choice of a base point x0 ∈ X879

(recall that we assume π to be surjective). Thus π : X → Y is a weak homotopy equivalence and880

thus induces an isomorphism in (co)homology [5656, Theorem 25, Section 7.6]. Since, by Whitehead’s881

Theorem (see [5656, Section 7.6]), weak homotopy equivalences between CW-complexes are homotopy882

equivalences, this concludes the proof.883

Although some spaces satisfy several of the assumptions 1. to 5. simultaneously, these assumptions884

are not equivalent in general; any of them is enough to ensure the result. Let us give some examples885

in which Lemma 2626 applies.886

• IfX is (Hausdorff) compact and Y is Hausdorff, then Assumption 1. is automatically satisfied.887

• If X and Y are simplicial complexes or ∆-sets, and π is a simplicial map, then they verify888

Assumption 3.889
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• Recall that a large class of examples of fibrations are given by fiber bundles [5656]. We recall890

that π : X → Y is a fiber bundle if there exists a topological space F (the fiber) such that any891

point in Y has a neighborhood U such that π−1(U) is homeomorphic to a product U×π−1(y)892

in such a way that the map π|π−1(U) identifies with the first projection U×π−1(y)→ U . That893

is, the map π : X → Y is locally trivial with fiber homeorphic to F . In particular, covering894

spaces, vector bundles, principal group bundles are fibrations.895

• If X (Hausdorff) can be covered by an union
⋃
Xn of compact spaces such that the fibers of896

p|Xn are contractible, then 5. is satisfied and the result of the lemma holds.897

• If X is a finite CW-complex and π is cellular, then 6. is satisfied.898
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